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“You never change things by fighting the existing reality. 
To change something, build a new model that makes the 
existing model obsolete.”

― R. Buckminster Fuller 













Electric Drive Solar Charging Station 
Sol Design Lab, Austin Energy, Seaholm Eco-District
Austin, TX

























RENOVATION

The UC Davis Product Design Lab is a 
space for product and service design 
innovation and experimentation. 
Using ecological and social good 
design principles we are dedicated 
to solving some of the world’s largest 
environmental and social problems.

Product Design Lab
productdesignlab.ucdavis.edu

http://productdesignlab.ucdavis.edu/


3D PRINTING LAB

ULTIMAKER 3 Lightshade by Perry Costa



Autonomous vehicle by Franky Kwan 3D printer electric skateboard drivetrain by Peter Nasielski

Studio Practices in Industrial Design



UC DAVIS STUDENT PROJECTS



Solar Fountain
Launch water skyward using energy from the sun
Rotate and tilt the solar panel to aim it directly at the sun. How does the fountain respond?



Campus Travel Survey 2017-18





MOBILITY SHARE SYSTEMS





JUMP Bikes
electric-assist motors — available for rent via mobile 
app (Uber-owned company bought for 100M)

UC Davis: 60 bikes
San Francisco: 250 bikes
Sacramento: 300-900 bikes 

Details:
15 mph
$1 for the first 15 min
$4 an hour.

Your app will tell you how much of an electric 
charge each bike has. 

Each bike has a rough range of 30-40 miles at 100 
percent charge



Scoot

• Shared, electric scooters you can 
ride anywhere in San Francisco.

• Scoots are electric mopeds and 
mini cars. They go up to 30 mph 
and have 20-25 miles range.

• Mini cars go 25 mph and have 40 
miles of range.

• They recharge at Scoot Spots all 
over town.



CAR2GO

•1,000,000 customers. (2015)
•Over 13,000 vehicles
•8 countries & 29 cities worldwide
•Free-floating, low-emission, self-
service, distributed smart cars.
•Members use the vehicle for as 
long as they like, without 
committing to a specific return 
time or location.



Faraday

Stromer

Riese & Müller

Tern



Shared Autonomous Electric Vehicle (SAEVs)

RETHINK MOBILITY 
autonomous electric vehicle share

Co-PI: Angela Sanguinetti, Postdoctoral Researcher, ITS, UC Davis
Co-PI: Beth Ferguson, Assistant Professor, Design, UC Davis

https://its.ucdavis.edu/


IDEO: concept for a four-pod self-driving car 

Volkswagen’s MOIA debuts its all-electric rideshare vehicle google

Smart Vision EQ for 2



Electric FedEx Truck
Offered in Chicago, London, Los Angeles, Memphis, New York City, Paris, Hong Kong



B-Line bike delivery
Portland, OR

http://b-linepdx.com

In 2013 alone, Jones says 
that B-Line bikes travelled 
32,000 miles while 
eliminating an estimated 
63,832lbs of carbon-
dioxide emissions that 
would have been 
produced by gas-burning 
vehicles moving 
equivalent freight. Over 
the five-year life of his 
company, Jones revises 
those numbers upward to 
88,000 miles and 80 
tonnes of carbon 
emissions avoided. CEO-
Franklin Racine-Jones



“By 2024 there will 
be twice as much 
plastic on Earth as 
there is today. In 
that year, we will 
produce almost 
430 million tons of 
it.”
-EPA, eCycling Frequent 
Questions



Toyota's 1/X concept car made of seaweed



Phoenix by filipino designer kenneth cobonpue and german product designer albercht birkner explore the 
connections between technology and nature in the ‘phoenix’ bamboo concept car. in 10 days, craftsman and 
weavers handmade the automobile from bamboo, rattan, steel and nylon.

http://www.kennethcobonpue.com/
http://www.albrechtbirkner.com/


@_EMERJI Sara Dean, Beth Ferguson

Emerji is a set of civic emoji for extreme 
weather and climate change. Emoji are 
used every day in social media across 
the globe to communicate an idea or 
emotion, across languages and cultures. 
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